
T h e  6  B e s t  C o l o u r s  t o  C h o o s e  F r o m

When it comes to summertime, nothing says ‘refreshing’ 
quite like new paint for your home. Wow your family, friends, 
and neighbors by re-doing your house with some of the 
hottest color trends in Newcastle, Australia.



Dive into the hottest season with some light 
cool tones like White Dune. This beige tone 
will refresh any room, and you’ll find tan cream 
pairs well with a variety of colours. From deep 
woods to bright sunny flowers, this versatile 
shade can handle anything.

Pair this with a touch of pale pink or purple 
and a deep brown to warm up and flatter 
your rooms. This calming blend will have you 
breathing a sigh of relief the moment you 
enter the threshold and exit the hot summer 
day.

Pairs with: Hint of Lavender, Fantan
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 Grey Reflection

Don’t settle for bland when you can have an understated bold. Grey Reflection 
is the perfect paint to stay zen and set the stage for some truly dramatic colour 
pairings. This stoic tone goes with your living room or kitchen like ice cubes 
in lemonade. Grey Reflection will make every piece of furniture stand out and 
heighten the elegance of a room by contrast.

Be sure to find strong colours to accompany this smooth finish. A rustic red will 
flourish here, especially with some metallic or stone accents. This will give your 
room a cultivated and elegant feeling for when you host your next dinner party.

Pairs with: Gold Pheasant, Embellished Stone



When we close our eyes and think of summer, 
we see rolling beach waves with the clear sky 
above. Don’t let the shore stay in your dreams; 
bring the tides to your home. Carter’s Scroll 
is a gorgeous jewel tone blue reminiscent 
of the seaside at dusk. Calming, serene, and 
mysterious, Carter’s Scroll will allow lighter 
furniture to gleam like ocean foam. Feel closer 
than ever to your dream vacation with this 
captivating colour.

To complete the beach tableau, pair this with a 
seafoam green for variety and hidden depths. 
Top it off with a sandy brown or pearly white 
and you have a waterfront home right in your 
own living room.

Pairs with: Tort, Coffee Clay
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Now is the time to embrace the power of 
the past, starting with Amphitrite. This deep 
jewel green echoes back to the popular 
styles of the then and now: Art Deco. This 
interesting and refreshing color will have 
your home on the cutting edge of interior 
design. A sumptuous and artistic tone, 
Amphitrite will be such a pleasant and 
welcome surprise that you may end up 
hearing about your newly decorated room 
from someone else.

This is an easy color to overwhelm, so focus 
on keeping your complimentary colors cool 
and low-key. A light blue will do the trick, or 
a grittier shade of blue-ish green.

Pairs with: Silk Sox, Undersea
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Amphitrite
(Cool Green)



Fall into floral with this deep, warm, and royal purple. Embrace the intensity of colour and noise, 
experimenting with clashing fabrics and colors to your heart’s content. This is a color meant to break your 
limits and push you to decorate and homemake in whatever way you wish. Guarantee that no one on your 
block will have the same bedroom or parlor as your home. Go dark, go light. Go wherever creativity can 
take you!

If you feel a tad overwhelmed with the infinite number off choices this Purple Palace provides, try two 
lighter shades. Don’t let the ruler of the room be outshone; instead, allow a medium green and slate blue 
to escort it to its throne.

Pairs with: Niche, Jadeite
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Te Aroha

Travel far beyond your Australian door to Japan with Te Aroha, a warm and mossy 
green. This color is inspired by the greens of the botanical East and will give your 
room a cultured flair. Enjoy this cooling and calming colour in a well lit space, 
allowing your guests and yourself to feel as if you have truly become one with 
nature. Sit back as the sunlight streams in and enjoy the relaxing feel of your new 
room.

In order to fully bring out the artful Japanese colour scheme, use a warm pewter 
yeller and light grey blue. Fully realize textiles and rugs with these tones to create 
an idyllic space unlike any other.

Pairs with: Warm Woolen, Powdered Gun
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Choose wisely.
Look around you, carefully. What do you see?

You see same things you’ve been staring at for months on end, waiting for the time to travel and bring change into your life. Don’t wait for the 
world to happen to you; bring the world to your door and paint it on your walls. By choosing one of these popular 2021 colours, you’re cooling down 

your Newcastle home and opening doors into re reshed spaces.

Where will you choose to go?
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